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A PROBLEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE EUCHARIST IN ...

Le sujet de cette reflexion est une misericorde de I'e'glise Saint-Marie a Beverley

(Yorkshire). Lepersonnage central est un singe-docteur qui regarde safiole d'urine. Un

autre personnage tient un objet, peut-etre une piece de monnaie maispeut-etre une hostie.

Son autre main, endommagee, pouvait tenir a I'origine, une clochette. Bon nombre de

chercheurs tentent d'analyser la Messe et la liturgie, comme Reginald Pecock et les

Lollards. Si on regarde le singe comme guerisseur du corps etpas de I'esprit on regarde

cette scene d* une maniere differente: le singe face a celui qui live Vhostie.

Writing around the middle of the fifteenth century, Bishop
Reginald Pecock defended the use of images in churches
from Lollard criticism in what are essentially familiar terms:

« [T]he iye sight schewith and bringith into the ymaginacioun and into
the mynde withynne in the heed of a man myche mater and long mater
sooner, and with lasse labour and traueil and peine, than the heering of
the eere dooth. And if this now seid is trewe of a man which can rede
in bokis stories writun, that myche sooner and in schortir tyme and
with lasse labour and pein in his brayn he schal come into remem-
braunce of a long storie bi sight, than bi the heering of othere mennys
reding or bi heering of his owne reding ; miche rather this is trewe of
alle tho persoones whiche kunnen not rede in bokis, namelich sithen thei
schulen not fynde men so redi for to rede a dosen leeuys of a book to
hem, as thei schulen fynde redy the wallis of a chirche peintid or a
dooth steyned or ymagis sprad abrood in dyuerse placis of the chirche1».

The greatest emphasis of Pecock's argument is, as we may see, upon the
long-established « books of the unlearned » value of images, most
famously propounded by Gregory the Great some eight centuries earlier.
However, it is interesting to note that Pecock also perceives images as

Reginald Pecock, The Repressor of Over Much Blaming of Clergy, 2 vols., ed.
Churchill Babington, London, Longman, Green, Longman and Roberts, 1860, I,
p. 212-3. For a chronology of Pecock's works, see Charles W. Brockwell, Jr, Bishop
Reginald Pecock and the Lancastrian Church: Securing the Foundations of Cultural
Authority, Lewiston, New York, Edwin Mellen Press, 1985, p. x-xii.
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being superior to books for those who can read, entailing less «labour
and pein in his brayn ». I shall return to Pecock throughout the present
paper, but I invoke his comments at the start in order to foreground the
problem - familiar to all with an interest in « ymagis sprad abrood in
dyuerse placis of the chirche » - of what it is that we and our forebears
are actually reading.
The image I would like to consider is from Beverley St Mary in Yorkshire,
and dates from c.1445, about the same time as Pecock was writing.
Before we can begin to explore what it means, however, we must first
negotiate the primary issue of what exacdy is depicted - an issue which,
in itself, raises a few problems. The central figure is generally recog-
nised as an ape physician, identified by the common iconographic device
of the urine flask which he appears to be inspecting. The scene has
been interpreted as one in which the ape offers his services to a wealthy
man - probably a cleric - who holds a large coin, whilst shunning the
other figure. It has been suggested that this figure may perhaps be a poor
labourer, possibly proffering bread, although I see no clear indication
of what the damaged right hand may originally have been holding2.
However, this somewhat enigmatic scene, which we may relate to a
contemporary satirical tradition against the medical profession3, becomes
more enigmatic still if we follow Christa Grossinger's persuasive sugges-
tion that the item raised by the figure on the left is not a coin but, rather,
the Eucharistic Host4.

G. L. Remnant, A Catalogue of Misericords in Great Britain, London, Oxford
University Press, 1969, p. 177; Ben Chapman, Yorkshire Misericords, Beverley,
Highgate Publications, 1996, p. 16; Marshall Laird, English Misericords, London,
John Murray, 1986, p. 59.

See David A. Sprunger, « Parodic Animal Physicians from the Margins of Medieval
Manuscripts », in Animals in the Middle Ages, ed. Nona C. Flores, New York and
London, Routledge, 1996, p. 67 -81 .

Christa Grossinger, The World Upside-Down : English Misericords, London, Harvey
Miller, 1997, p. 101.
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As Eamon Duffy reminds us, « the liturgy lay at the heart of medieval
religion, and the Mass lay at the heart of the liturgy5». For most people
in England in the later Middle Ages, receiving communion was an
annual event, generally taking place at Easter. Yet throughout the year
the elevation of the Host was a customary element of liturgical ritual.
For the laity, who far more regularly saw the Host than actually consumed
it, the elevation became a moment of particular significance6. Indeed,
Michael Camille has gone so far as to suggest that the Host is « the
single most important image to Christians from the middle of the thir-
teenth century onward, perhaps even overtaking veneration of the
cross7 ».

Evidence of this reverence may be found in a number of places. First,
there is the significant number of guilds who made specific provision
for wax lights to illuminate the elevation. Secondly, there is the consi-
derable number of depictions of the elevation in contemporary
representations of the seven sacraments. As Ann Eljenholm Nichols has
observed,

« In contrast to the range of eucharistic subjects found in conti-
nental seven-sacrament series, English iconography overwhelmingly
preferred the elevation of the mass. It is the only subject preserved
in glass and predominates in... font reliefs8».

5 Eamon Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars: Traditional Religion in England 1400-1580,
New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 1992, p. 9 1 .

6 Ibid., p. 95-102. See also Rossell Hope Robbins, « Levation Prayers in Middle
English Verse », Modern Philology 40 , 1942, p. 131-46, which notes the prom-
inence of vernacular verse prayers on the elevation in the late fourteenth and
early fifteenth centuries.

7 Michael Camille, The Gothic Idol: Ideology and Image-Making in Medieval Art,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1989, p. 215. On the place of the
eucharist in the later Middle Ages, see Miri Rubin, Corpus Christi: The Eucharist
in Late Medieval Culture, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1991 .

8 Ann Eljenholm Nichols, Seeable Signs: The Iconography of the Seven Sacraments
1350-1544, Woodbridge, Boydell Press, 1994, p. 2 5 1 . Nichols offers a number
of illustrations of the elevation in Plates 58-68.
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In order to draw the attention of those engaged in private prayer to the
consecration and elevation of the Host, this significant act was signalled
by the ringing of a bell9. As noted above, there is no clear evidence of
what may once have been held by the figure on the right of the Beverley
misericord, but one possibility is surely that the damaged hand once held
a bell.

Lastly, the importance of the sacrament is attested by the prominence
it is accorded not only in the visual arts, but in a variety of textual
sources. John Mirk's fifteenth-century manual of Instructions for Parish
Priests, for example, unequivocally states the importance of instruction
of the laity on this matter :

« Teche hem (Denne wyth gode entent,
To be-leue on that sacrament;
That JDey receyue in forme of bred
Ys goddes body (Dat soffered ded
Vp-on the holy rode tre,
To bye owre synnes & make vs fre10 ».

As well as stressing the doctrinal importance of the Eucharist, Mirk's verse
may perhaps aid our understanding — or at least clarify the iconography
- of the Beverley misericord. For not only is the Host the body of
Christ; the body of Christ is that with which our entry into heaven is
bought. The object to which our ape physician addresses himself, then,
could be both Host and, as the poem « Salve lux mundi » puts it,
« journey-money for our pilgrimage » through this life and into the
next11. To the initiated reader, it may be both Host and metaphorical coin.

9 This may be clearly seen on the font at Badingham in Suffolk, which is illustrated
in Duffy, Plate 42.

10 John Mirk, Instructions for Parish Priests, ed. Gillis Kristensson, Lund, CWK Gleerup,
1974, II. 244-9. A representative example of fifteenth-century poems on the
Eucharist may be found in Carleton Brown (ed.), Religious Lyrics of the Fifteenth
Century, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1939, p. 180-3.

11 « Salve lux mundi » is quoted in Duffy, Stripping of the Altars, p. 9 1 .
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We must remember, however, that by the mid-fifteenth century the
significance of the Eucharist had caused it to become one of the most
controversial elements of doctrine in the English Church. From the
late 1370 s, Wyclif had rejected the doctrine of transubstantiation, instead
arguing that the bread and wine remained materially unchanged by
consecration, although the spiritual being of Christ also became present.
Whilst WycliPs followers frequently simplified his complex theology, by
the late fourteenth century, as Miri Rubin has noted, « views on the
eucharist were... the very central area of [Lollard] criticism, and the
one which the Church could least allow to pass uncorrected12 ».
Unfortunately, Pecock's The Book ofEukarist no longer survives, but he
noted in his Reule of Crysten Religioun that « manye of JDe lay partye
bileeven amys in mater of |se eukarist» and placed the blame firmly upon
« summe clerkis, namelich Johan Wiccliffe and hise disciplis, which
token, bi occasioun of holy writt not wele vndirstondyn, |De seid errour
to JDe comoun peple13». We may see, then, that Mirk's insistence upon
the clear teaching of orthodox belief regarding the sacrament is parti-
cularly significant during this period.

Whilst non-attendance at Mass or even, at the extreme, profanation of
the Host could be interpreted as an indication of heresy14, a simple reti-
cence to commit to the doctrine of transubstantiation was, in itself, a
Lollard commonplace15. In the Lollard debate poem of c.1400

12 Rubin, Corpus Christi, p. 327. On Wyclif s eucharistic theology, and Lollard adop-
tion thereof, see Rubin, Corpus Christi, p. 319-34 and Anne Hudson, The Premature
Reformation: Wycliffite Texts and Lollard History, Oxford, Oxford University Press,
1988, p. 281-90 . See also Anne Hudson, Lollards and their Books, London,
Hambledon Press, 1985, p. 111-23, in which she addresses the difficulty in
deciding whether recorded Lollard views are accurately represented in examina-
tion records.

13 Reginald Pecock, The Reule of Crysten Religioun, ed. William Cabell Greet, EETS
o.s. 171 , London, 1927, p. 95 and 34. The Book of Eukarist is mentioned in
Pecock, Repressor, II, p. 564.

14 This point is made by Duffy, Stripping of the Altars, p. 99-100 and 126.

15 See Hudson, Premature Reformation, p. 282-3.
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subsequently expanded and known as ThePlowman s Tale, for example,
the Pelican — who, in his piety, represents the Lollard viewpoint against
the unnatural Griffin of the established ecclesiastical order - claims that:

« I say sothe thorowe trewe rede

His fleshe and blode, through his mastry

Is there/ in the forme of brede

Howe it is there/ it nedeth not stryue

Whether it be subgette or accydent

But as Christ was/ when he was on-lyue

So is he there uerament16 ».

Whilst not arguing against the doctrine of transubstantiation, the Pelican
remains non-committal. For this Lollard writer, the Real Presence is
the significant matter, whilst theological subtleties are unimportant and
may indeed provoke unnecessary confusion17.

May we perhaps, then, read the Beverley misericord as an anti-Lollard
statement ? Are we to read the ape as a debased mockery of the human
form, merely parodying devotion to the elevated Host whilst failing to
see its true nature ? As David A. Sprunger notes, « [w]ith their physical
resemblance to humans and their capacity to mimic but not understand
human behavior, apes have long been used for human parody18 ».
Certainly, the thirteenth-century bestiary, MS Bodley 764, states that
« Apes are so called because they ape the behaviour of rational human
beings19», a view which perhaps lends weight to the suggestion that the

16 The Plowman's Tale: The c. 1532 and 1606 Editions of a Spurious Canterbury Tale,
ed. Mary Rhinelander McCarl, New York, Garland, 1997, c.l 533 edition, II. 1218-
24. On the dating of The Plowman's Tale, see Andrew N. Wawn, « The Genesis of
The Plowman's Tale », The Yearbook of English Studies 2, 1972, p. 21-40.

17 Hudson notes, however, that there was some Lollard denial of the Real Presence
following consecration. See Hudson, Premature Reformation, p. 282-3.

18 Sprunger, « Parodic Animal Physicians », p. 72.

19 Richard Barber (ed. and trans.), Bestiary, Woodbridge, Boydell Press, 1993, p. 48.
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Beverley image may be a criticism of irrational doubt concerning the
orthodox doctrine of the sacrament.

By the middle of the fifteenth century, the rationality of lay belief had
become a matter which had to be addressed by the Church. Throughout
the fourteenth century, vernacular texts had proliferated in order to aid
lay understanding of orthodox Christian doctrine, including the Mass20.
In addition, however, there was an increasing number of vernacular
theological texts of questionable orthodoxy and, of course, the Bible itself
had been translated into English. Janet Coleman effectively summar-
ises the situation, noting that

« the ability to read was coupled with a desire to become increas-
ingly involved, not only in understanding injunctions to the Simple
Christian life as set out in the gospels, but in understanding certain
current theological issues, popular in the schools, which reached the
theologically unsophisticated laity in various literary forms21 ».

She particularly cites William Langland's influential fourteenth-century
work, Piers Plowman, as one of many texts that reprove laymen for
involving themselves in theological debate. Yet ironically this is a work
which by the fifteenth century found itself appropriated and interpreted
in a heterodox manner, thus forcefully exemplifying the problems posed
by a combination of lay piety and growing vernacular literacy22.

Following ArundeFs Constitutions, which Nicholas Watson has charac-
terised as «the linchpin of a broader attempt to limit religious discussion

20 See, for example, The Lay Folks Mass Book, ed. Thomas Frederick Simmons, EETS
o.s. 7 1 , London, 1879.

21 Janet Coleman, English Literature in History 1350-1400: Medieval Readers and
Writers, London, Hutchinson, 1981 , p. 207.

22 On the literature of dissent influenced by Piers Plowman, see David Lawton,
« Lollardy and the Piers Plowman Tradition », Modern Language Review 76, 1981 ,
p. 780 -93 ; Anne Hudson, « Epilogue: The Legacy of Piers Plowman », in A
Companion to Piers Plowman, ed. John A. Alford, Berkeley, University of California
Press, 1988, p. 251-66; Helen Barr (ed.), The Piers Plowman Tradition, London,
J .M. Dent, 1993.
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and writing in the vernacular23 », it became increasingly difficult to
combat Lollardy by means of reasoned argument, however desirable this
may have been. One notable figure who did attempt this, however, was
Pecock, who claimed that

« I have spoke oft tyme, and bi long leisir, with the wittiest and
kunnyngist men of thilk seid sort, contrarie to the chirche [i.e.
Lollards], and which han be holde as dukis amonge hem, and which
han loved me for that y wolde pacientli heere her evydencis, and her
motyves, without exprobacioun. And verrili noon of hem couthe
make eny motyve for her parti so stronge as y my silf couthe have
made therto24 ».

Whilst we may detect some of Pecock's customary arrogance in these
claims concerning his persuasive powers against Lollard leaders, it is
nonetheless evidence of a belief that error and heresy were the fault of
imperfect reason. The ape, then, would appear to be an ideal symbol of
the Lollard's irrational nature.

However, in turning to one last — though arguably the most significant
- point, I would like to problematdse this reading. Why, we may ask, is
the ape depicted as a physician ? As mentioned earlier, animal physicians
frequently relate to the rich vein of satire of the medical profession, of
which Chaucer's gold-fixated Doctour of Phisik, with his « urynals
and... jurdones », is only the most famous human example25. However,
as I have discussed elsewhere, a variety of late medieval texts refer to
Christ as a spiritual doctor; a metaphor which is extended to the clergy
as His representatives on earth26. Canon 22 of the Fourth Lateran

23 Nicholas Watson, « Censorship and Cultural Change in Late-Medieval England:
Vernacular Theology, the Oxford Translation Debate, and Arundel's Constitutions
of 1409 », Speculum 70, 1995, p. 824.

24 Reginald Pecock, Reginald Pecock's Book of Faith, ed. J. L. Morison, Glasgow,
J. Maclehose and Sons, 1909, p. 202.

25 Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, in The Riverside Chaucer, ed. Larry D.
Benson, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1988, VI, 305. The pilgrim's portrait may
be found in I, 411-44.

26 Paul Hardwick, « Through a Glass, Darkly: Interpreting Animal Physicians »,
Reinardus 15, 2002, forthcoming.
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Council, for example, stresses the importance of care for the soul over
care of the body in precisely these terms :

« As physical illness is sometimes the result of sin... we by the
present decree ordain and strictly command doctors, when they are
called to the sick, to warn and exhort them before anything else to
call in doctors of souls, so that after his spiritual health has been seen
to, the sick man may respond better to bodily medicine - for when
the cause ceases, the effect ceases27».

In this context, we could perhaps view the ape physician at Beverley not
as unreasonable or in any way degraded, but rather simply as a repres-
entation of « the physical ». What, indeed, could be more explicitly
concerned with the bodily than a doctor ? Yet, as we can see, the carving
shows the physical turning towards the spiritual in the form of the
elevated Host. Indeed, if we look at the ape's gesture, we may see him
pointing through the raised flask, by which physical health was gauged28,
towards this potent symbol of union with the divine. Far from conveying
a satirical message, then, the carving may be offering a commentary on
the nature of transformation, both of and through the sacrament, from
the physical to the spiritual.

As Grossinger has stressed, the audience for medieval misericords was
the clergy and « even the scatological carvings were didactic rather than
comical29 ». This acknowledgement of a didactic concern, whilst persuad-
ing us that there is a meaning to be found, is unlikely to help us when
trying to interpret the Beverley scene, as both anti-Lollard sentiment and
the mystery of transubstantiation may be considered appropriate subjects

27 Harry Rothwell (ed.)# English Historical Documents 1189-1327, London, Eyre and
Spottiswoode, 1975, p. 655. We should perhaps also note that it was the Fourth
Lateran Council that stipulated that all Christians should take the sacrament of the
Eucharist at least once a year.

28 On the practice of uroscopy, by which a patient's health was assessed through the
examination of urine, see Carole Rawcliffe, Medicine and Society in Later Medieval
Europe, Stroud, Sutton, 1995, p. 46 -52 .

29 Grossinger, World Upside-Down, p.73-83.
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for this audience. Of course, as Michael Camille has noted, we should
not neglect to consider the physical position of misericord carvings.
Camille concentrates upon the manner in which these carvings « were
literally debased and made subservient to those « above » them [i.e. the
clergy]30 ». Such a consideration may sway the viewer towards the
satirical interpretation of the scene. Yet, by the same token, in the post-
Constitutions world of fifteenth-century England, it is perhaps the
discussion itself that is being suppressed and, quite literally,« sat upon »
in this position.

In 1457, Reginald Pecock, who has provided something of a comment-
ary throughout this paper, was condemned for his writings and impri-
soned in Thorney Abbey31. Amongst the charges levelled against him,
one of the most prominent was his rationalism, his reliance upon the
reason with which he hoped to combat error in others. Although not
explicitly stated, it is clear that Pecock's gravest error was to engage in
the debate in the vernacular at all, « borrow[ing] from the modes of
discourse current among the anticlericals and heretics » and, in con-
sequence, implicitly validating the viewpoints he sought to oppose32. little
of his writing survives, with his aforementioned Boke ofEukarist being
one of the works consigned to the flames. The fate of Pecock and his
works provides a vivid illustration of the fact that, in the fifteenth
century, open discussion of doctrinal matters, even by the avowedly
orthodox, was considered to be dangerous indeed.

As Pecock noted in the passage with which I began, images «in dyuerse
placis of the chirche » are there to be read by the lettered and unlettered
alike. They are there to convey « stories » to the viewer. But what
« storie » concerning an ape physician and the elevation of the Host are

30 Michael Camille, Image on the Edge: The Margins of Medieval Art, London,
Reaktion, 1992, p. 94 .

31 On Pecock, see Brockwell, Bishop Pecock and the Lancastrian Church; Wendy
Scase, « Reginald Pecock », in Authors of the Middle Ages 3, ed. M. C. Seymour,
Aldershot, Variorum, 1996, p. 75-146.

32 Scase, « Reginald Pecock », p. 117.
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we to read ? A fifteenth-century Lollard descendant of Piers Plowman,
known as Pierce the Ploughman s Crede, in addressing theological discus-
sions of transubstantiation, makes the astute point that« [t]he more the
matere is moved the masedere hy worthen33». This is certainly true also
of the Beverley carving, but the larger « storie » we may perhaps read is
one of doctrinal controversy in which all discussion may only take place
in veiled terms, in the most hidden margins of the Church.

Paul HARDWICK

Trinity and All Saints, Leeds

33 Pierce the Ploughman's Crede, I. 8 2 1 , in Barr (ed.), Piers Plowman Tradition.
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Beverly St Mary (Yorkshire): Ape Physician with Cleric and Bell-ringer (?).
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